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ABSTRACT

A mathematical model of the process employed by a sonic anemometer to build up the measured wind vector
in a steady flow is presented to illustrate the way the geometry of these sensors as well as the characteristics
of aerodynamic disturbance on the acoustic path can lead to singularities in the transformation function that
relates the measured (disturbed) wind vector with the real (corrected) wind vector, impeding the application of
correction/calibration functions for some wind conditions. An implicit function theorem allows for the identi-
fication of those combinations of real wind conditions and design parameters that lead to undefined correction/
calibration functions. In general, orthogonal path sensors do not show problematic combination of parameters.
However, some geometric sonic sensor designs, available in the market, with paths forming smaller angles could
lead to undefined correction functions for some levels of aerodynamic disturbances and for certain wind directions.
The parameters studied have a strong influence on the existence and number of singularities in the correction/
calibration function as well as on the number of singularities for some combination of parameters. Some
conclusions concerning good design practices are included.

1. Introduction

Sonic anemometry has now been used for more than
60 years (Suomi 1957). A remarkable improvement in
sensor design and performances has taken place during
recent years (Cuerva and Sanz Andrés 1999). This tech-
nology is extensively used in meteorology (Kaimal and
Wyngaard 1990), wind engineering (Kato et al. 1992),
industrial aerodynamics (Casten et al. 1993), wind en-
ergy (Cuerva and López Diez 1999), and space tech-
nology (Cuerva and Sanz-Andrés 2003a,b).

All of these disciplines require increasingly precise
measurements. This fact has lead to the need of im-
proving the sonic anemometer technology, in terms of
sensor design, data analysis and assessment, and cali-
bration procedures.

Sonic anemometer technology presents several ad-
vantages compared to cup anemometry. For instance,
sonic anemometers can measure the three components
of the wind speed vector at high effective sampling rates
and only need one initial calibration and a very low
maintenance effort. In addition, they are more robust
than hot wire anemometers and therefore more adequate
for outdoor applications (Cervenka 1992).
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Sonic anemometers, however, present some problems
associated with the measurement of mean wind char-
acteristics such as the mean wind speed modulus or the
wind direction (Grelle and Lindroth 1994; Baker et al.
1989; Heinemann et al. 1998) and the turbulent char-
acteristics (Kaimal 1978; Silverman 1968). The mea-
surement of the mean wind characteristics is mainly
affected by aerodynamic disturbances produced by sen-
sor struts and transducer heads (Baker et al. 1989).
These disturbances can lead to acceleration or decel-
eration on the wind speed component along each path
(Weiser and Fiedler 2001) and therefore underestimation
or overestimation of the wind speed modulus and the
distortion of the wind direction and the wind inclination.
These distortions change with both azimuth and ele-
vation angles.

Measurements of the turbulence are affected by aero-
dynamic disturbances (Wyngaard and Zhang 1985) but
also, in a significant way, by the sensor measuring pro-
cess itself. The measurement process can give rise to
underestimation or overestimation of the turbulent wind
speed components depending on their frequency, the
geometry of the sensor, the Mach number of the flow,
and the operational characteristic of the sensor (Cuerva
and Sanz-Andrés 2003a).

With increasing use of sonic anemometers in wind
energy applications, the correction of distorted mea-
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the two acoustic paths (l1 and l2) of the sonic
anemometer defined in the anemometer attached reference system
{Os, xs, ys}: uW is the real wind direction expressed in the anemometer
attached reference system, Du is the angle formed by both acoustic
paths, e and e are the unit vectors along the xs and ys axes, and ux ys s

is the wind speed vector.

surements of the mean values of wind speed measure-
ments by means of correction functions determined in
wind tunnels (Mortensen 1994) or by modeling is be-
coming of great importance.

In a wind tunnel, the measured wind speed modulus,
wind direction, and wind inclination are compared with
reference values in a process whereby the sonic is tested
at different azimuth and tilt angles as well as at different
wind speeds (Baker et al. 1989). Once the relation be-
tween the measured (distorted) and the real values is
established, the inverse relation is calculated to correct
the values to be measured in the field.

However, for some sensor designs (defined mainly by
the geometry and the characteristics of aerodynamic dis-
turbances of the sensor structure) the relation between
real and measured (distorted) values could not be bi-
yective for certain wind conditions (defined by the mod-
ulus, direction, and inclination of the wind speed vec-
tor). This means that, under some conditions, one mea-
sured magnitude could correspond to more than one real
magnitude, making the application of the correction
functions ineffective.

To illustrate this statement, a mathematical model of
the measurement process of a sonic anemometer that
takes into account the effect of the wake of a body (e.g.,
a sensor head wake) on the wind speed deficit along the
acoustic path has been developed. A two-path sonic
model is studied in order to simplify the mathematical
formulation and clarify the interpretation of the results.
The problem associated with the transformation of the
measured (distorted) wind vector to the real wind vector
is studied.

We will consider that most of the aerodynamic per-
turbations of the flow field in the measurement volume
of the sonic anemometer can be characterized as a wake
generated by an uniform incoming flow impinging on
a bluff body. We will consider that the wakes of different
sonic anemometer elements are not coupled to each oth-
er and, therefore, the effect of each wake element can
be considered isolated. In the absence of these pertur-
bations the correction function is the identity. As sin-
gular points in the correction function arise from the
local behavior of the correction function, in an intro-
ductory work such as this paper, the study of the effect
of just one wake is considered, showing the influence
and relevance of the parameters involved. For aerody-
namic perturbations showing a different attenuation
curve, a similar analysis following the method explained
here should be performed.

2. Definition of the problem

The geometry of the probe is defined by the orien-
tation of the two paths l1 and l2 (l being the length of
both paths), in an orthogonal reference system {Os, xs,
ys}, attached to the sonic anemometer. The path l1 is
aligned with the axis xs and the path l2 forms an angle
Du with the path l1 and therefore with the axis xs. Con-

sidering the previous definitions, the paths l1 and l2 can
be expressed in {Os, xs, ys} as follows:

l 5 le1 xs (1)
l 5 l[cos(Du)e 1 sin(Du)e ].2 x ys s

Additionally, the incident wind speed vector is also ex-
pressed in {Os, xs, ys} as

u 5 | u | [cos(u )e 1 sin(u )e ],W x W ys s
(2)

where uW is the angle formed by the wind speed vector
and the axis xs. The geometry of the problem is de-
scribed in Fig. 1.

3. Sonic measuring process

In this part of the paper the measured values of the
wind vector are modeled considering a steady case in
presence of aerodynamic disturbances due to the struc-
ture of the sensor. A sonic anemometer measures the
projection of wind speed vector along its two acoustic
paths. This is done by measuring the transit times of
pulses traveling from one transducer to another and vice
versa (Kaimal 1978) and applying the classical time
inverse algorithm. The projection of the wind speed
vector on each acoustic path is given by

1
u 5 u · l 5 |u| cos(u )l1 1 wl

1
u 5 u · l 5 |u|[cos(u ) cos(Du) 1 sin(u ) sin(Du)]l2 2 w wl

5 |u| cos(u 2 Du). (3)w

The aerodynamic disturbance of sonic anemometer
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FIG. 2. Ratio of the modeled measured (distorted) to the real wind
speed component along an acoustic path, /uls, in the range [0, 2p]Muls

of the angle between the wind speed vector and the acoustic path,
uWPs. Maximum speed attenuation parameter, C 5 0.75. Aerodynamic
angular attenuation parameter, a 5 11.5 (characteristic angle of the
region affected by the sensor head wake, uC 5 0.3 rad ù 178). (Han-
afusa et al. 1980; Wyngaard and Zhang 1985).

measurements due to their own structure is highly com-
plex. It results from a combination of decelerating and
accelerating effects on the flow along acoustic paths.
The decelerating effects are due to wakes from trans-
ducer heads and other parts of the sensor structure,
whereas the acceleration effects are due to aerodynamic
potential effects. Previous disturbances can be induced
by the structure of one acoustic path on itself or can be
a cross-disturbance of one path structure on another.
Therefore, the relation of the measured (disturbed) to
the real (undisturbed) wind speed component along one
acoustic path can be quite complex and it is, in general,
dependent on the undisturbed wind direction relative to
the sensor and the wind speed modulus. Additionally,
this relation is always a function of the sensor design
and normally requires a specific parameterization for
each sonic anemometer model.

Despite the complexity described here, the relation
between the measured (disturbed) to the real (undis-
turbed) wind speed component along each acoustic path
can be written as /uls 5 f As(uWPs, geometry), whereMuls

uWPs is the angle formed by the acoustic path and the
undisturbed speed, and ‘‘geometry’’ represents appro-
priate design parameters.

Without any loss of generality in this treatment, and
in order to reduce the complexity of the mathematics,
the only aerodynamic disturbances considered here are
the wakes from the traducer heads, which lead to at-
tenuation of the measurements (Wyngaard and Zhang
1985) wind speed projections along each acoustic path.
The authors are aware that a complete consideration of
all disturbing sources would be needed if a full system-
atic study of an specific sonic anemometer is undertak-
en; however, this is out of the scope of this paper and
is left for future works. In the case of transducer head
wakes, their effects on the acoustic paths have been a
main subject of concern in the literature. Several wind
tunnel tests have been devoted to obtain experimental
data (Weiser and Fiedler 2001; Grelle and Lindroth
1994; Mortensen 1994). These experimental data have
been the source for further fitted models such as the
ones proposed in Kaimal (1978) and in Wyngaard and
Zhang (1985).

Although the method proposed is valid for any shape
of distortion function, in this paper the distortion func-
tion derived in Wyngaard and Zhang (1985) for stream-
lined transducers is used as an example. Using any other
distortion model (which is dependent on the analyzed
sonic anemometer) does not mean any modification of
the treatment of the problem. The Wyngaard model for
streamlined transducers quantifies the wind speed deficit
along the path as a function of the angle formed by the
acoustic path and wind speed, uWPs, a minimum ratio of
measured to real wind speed component along a path
C and a fitting parameter a, as follows:

Muls 2f 5 5 {1 2 (1 2 C) exp[2a sin (u )]}, (4)As WPsuls

where the superscript M stand for measured values, the
angle uWPs is easily calculated as

ulsu 5 arccos , (5)WPs 1 2|u|

and the parameter C depends on the ratio l/d. Here d is
the equivalent diameter of the head transducer. Some
authors have stated a dependency of C on wind speed.
From (4) it is easily identified that (1 2 C) is the value
of maximum attenuation (when the wind speed vector
is aligned with the acoustic path). The parameter a con-
trols the width of the nondisturbed angular interval (pla-
teau of the curve in Fig. 2). The affected angular interval
is measured by the characteristic angle:

1
u 5 arcsin . (6)C Ïa

In the present case,

u 5 uWP w1

u 5 arccos[cos(u ) cos(Du) 1 sin(u ) sin(Du)]WP w w2

5 2(u 2 Du). (7)w

Figure 2 shows the dependency of the attenuation func-
tion f AS, given by (4) for both paths in the range of
wind speed direction uW[0 2 2p].

Once the attenuation functions are calculated, it is
possible to obtain the measured values along each path
as follows:

Mu 5 f u .ls As ls (8)
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As are, in fact, obtained from one model of theMuls

measuring process, they will be denoted as ‘‘modeled
measured wind speed components.’’

From the modeled measured speed components ex-
pressed in the {Os, xs, ys} reference system it is possible
to obtain the modeled wind speed values along each
acoustic path based on the transformation relationship
between the two reference systems, given by

u 1 0 ul1 XS5 . (9)5 6 5 6[ ]u cos(Du) sin(Du) ul2 YS

The inverse relation of (9) is applied to obtain the mod-
eled measured components of wind speed in the {Os,
xs, ys} reference system from the components along
each acoustic path

 1 0M Mu uXS l1  . (10)
M M 5 6 cos(Du) 1 5 6u uYS l22 

sin(Du) sin(Du) 

The modeled measured values of wind speed modulus
and direction are obtained from the wind speed modeled
measured components in the {Os, xs, ys} reference sys-
tem as follows:

M M 2 M 2 1/2u 5 [(u ) 1 (u ) ] ,W XS YS (11)

MuYSMu 5 arctan .W M1 2uXS 2p,p

Once the modeled measured wind speed modulus and
direction are obtained, it is possible to establish a gen-
eral function F between the variables involved in the
problem,

5 2 M MF: R → R : {u , u , C, a, Du} → {u , u },W W W W (12)

the domains for each component being as follows:

21u ∈ (0, 100) (m s )W

u ∈ (0, 2p) (rad)W

C ∈ (0.5, 1)

Du ∈ (0, 2p) (rad)

a ∈ (5, 15),

based on the experience with sonic anemometers. Basic
initial assumptions have been made when defining the
previous domains. A first remark can be pointed out
based on experimental observations. Attenuation values,
C, from literature are remarkably above 0, and values
between C 5 0.5 and C 5 0.9 can be considered. Typical
values about 10 are found for a (uC 5 0.32 rad ù 188).
Parameter Du is normally 908, although some models
present a value of 608. In this paper the full domains
are considered since one of our goals is to establish the
consequences of practical limits of such design param-
eters.

4. The transformation function

The function F can be determined experimentally in
wind tunnels or by application of models, as has been
done here. In that case, parameters C, a, and Du are
already defined. Once the function is obtained, in what
can be denoted a calibration or assessment process, it
is necessary to obtain its inverse F21 since this inverse
function will be applied to correct the measured data
produced by sonic anemometers in the real field when
the real values must be obtained from measured values
(which are distorted by the aerodynamic perturbations).

As it is well known from the implict function theorem,
the calculation of F21 may lead to problems in cases
where the Jacobian matrix of the transformation is sin-
gular. In such a case, the correction process (by applying
F21 to the measured values) is not possible. To study
these situations with the model presented here, C, a,
and Du are considered known parameters, which for
some real wind conditions (uW and uW) could lead to an
undefined F21.

The Jacobian matrix for the transformation F, con-
sidering C, a, and Du as parameters, is expressed in the
following way:

M M ]u ]uW W ]u ]uW WJ (u , u ; c, a, Du) 5 . (13) F W W M M]u ]uW W 
]u ]uW W 

The points {uW, uW, C, a, Du}, where the determinant
of the Jacobian matrix of F is zero, are studied because
the transformation F (or its inverse, F21) will show sin-
gular points (the transformation will not be defined at
these points).

In expression (13) the partial derivative of the mea-
sured wind direction versus the real wind speed is zero;
therefore, det[JF] 5 0 reduces to

M M]u ]uW Wdet[J ] 5 0 ⇔ 5 0. (14)F ]u ]uW W

This is only true for the considered formulation of the
aerodynamic disturbances (C and a independent from
wind speed modulus). The previous reasoning allows
one to eliminate uW from the list of parameters influ-
encing the singularity analysis. Additionally, for this
problem, it is established that the partial derivative of
the measured wind speed modulus versus real wind
speed modulus is a function of uW, C, a, and Du, which
never becomes 0. In this situation, singular points of
the transformation are given by

M]u Wdet[J ] 5 0 ⇔ (u , C, a, Du) 5 0. (15)F W]uW

In Fig. 3 the surface implicitly defined by (15) is
shown for a 5 10 (uC 5 0.32 rad ù 188). In all the
points (uW, C, Du) belonging to the mentioned surface,
the correction function F21 is not defined, and therefore
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FIG. 3. Variation of the wind direction uW, with the angle between
the acoustic paths, Du, for different values of the aerodynamic angular
attenuation parameter, a, that makes singular the transformation from
the real to the measured values (det[JF] 5 0) for a maximum speed
attenuation parameter, C 5 0.6. Dashed line: uW 5 Du [asymptotic
behavior of uW(Du) curve].

FIG. 4. Variation of the wind direction uW with the angle between
the acoustic paths, Du, for different values of the maximum speed
attenuation parameter C that makes singular the transformation from
the real to the measured values (det[JF] 5 0) (aerodynamic angular
attenuation parameter, a 5 10 that is characteristic angle of the region
affected, uC 5 0.32 rad ù 188). Dashed line: uW 5 Du [asymptotic
behavior of uW(Du) curve].

FIG. 5. Variation of the maximum speed attenuation parameter C
with the angle between the acoustic paths, Du, for different values
of the aerodynamic angular attenuation parameter a that makes sin-
gular the transformation from the real to the measured values (det[JF]
5 0) for a given wind direction, uW 5 458.

the correction of measured data for such values would
not be possible. A similar analysis for those points (uW,
a, Du) that make det[JF] 5 0 for a typical value C 5
0.6 gives rise to the results shown in Fig. 4.

From Figs. 3 and 4 it can be derived that uW, C, a,
and Du are the driving parameters leading to undefin-
itions in the determination of correction function F21

for some conditions. It is remarkable (see Fig. 4) that
for higher values of C (lower attenuations) only two
problematic real wind directions appear within the uW

∈ [08, 908] range studied for a given geometry Du.
However, decreasing the values of C (higher attenua-
tions) gives rise to four critical wind directions within
the mentioned interval. As can be observed, there is a
strong mutual dependence among the values of the pa-
rameters that give rise to singularities in the calibration
function.

Two critical points correspond to uW close to uW 5
08 and the asymptote uW 5 Du, as could be expected.
For given wind conditions (given uW), the condition
det[JF] 5 0 defines a surface in R3 that relates those
design values {C, a, Du}, giving rise to singularities in
the transformation for those wind conditions. Figure 5
shows this surface (in terms of level curves) when uW

5 458. Figure 5 indicates that larger values of a (larger
angles between the acoustic path and the wind speed
vector without attenuations) require decreasing values
of Du to lead to singular points in the correction func-
tion. A similar conclusion is established for decreasing
maximum attenuations (increasing C values). In general,
it can be stated that the intuitively better situation, or-
thogonal paths Du 5 908, combined with typical values
for a (ø10) and C (ø0.7) does not give rise to singular
situations for the studied case. Those points presented

in previous curves associated with singularities in the
correction function F21 give rise to nondetermination of
such a correction function.

In Fig. 6 the values of the modeled real wind direction
for a given geometry Du 5 608 and the parameter a 5
10 are represented as a function of the real wind speed
direction uW and of the speed attenuation parameter C.
Observe that the line C 5 1 represents the no-attenu-
ation case. The orientation uW 5 308 is the half-angle
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FIG. 6. Values of the modeled measured wind direction expressed
in a sonic anemometer reference system, , as function of real windMu W

speed direction uW and the maximum speed attenuation parameter C
for a given angle between the acoustic paths, Du 5 608, and an
aerodynamic angular attenuation parameter, a 5 10 (characteristic
angle of the region affected, uC 5 0.32 rad ù 188).

FIG. 8. Relation between the modeled measured wind direction
expressed in a sonic anemometer reference system, , and the realMu W

wind speed direction, uW for a given angle between acoustic paths,
Du 5 608, an aerodynamic attenuation parameter, a 5 10 (charac-
teristic angle of the region affected by the sensor head wake, uC 5
0.32 rad ù 188), and a minimum ratio of the modeled measured to
the real wind speed component along the acoustic paths, C 5 0.55.
Dashed lines indicate the ideal relation (straight line with zero offset
and unity slope).

FIG. 7. Values of the minimum ratio of the modeled measured to
the real wind speed component along the acoustic paths, C, and the
real wind speed direction uW giving rise to singularities (det[JF] 5
0) in the calibration functions for a given angle between the acoustic
paths, Du 5 608, and an aerodynamic angular attenuation parameter,
a 5 10 (characteristic angle of the region affected by the sensor head
wake, uC 5 0.32 rad ù 188), and a maximum speed attenuation
parameter, C 5 0.55. Dashed lines indicate ideal relation (straight
line 5 uW).Mu W

of the acoustic paths and, therefore, no distortion of
occurs at this orientation. In this figure, a limit ofMu W

the value of parameter C exists for which a given mea-
sured wind direction, , might correspond to three realMu W

values of the wind direction uW. This fact evidences the
impossibility of applying the correction function F21 for
a certain range of values of . The range amplitudeMu W

depends on the geometry, Du, and on the attenuation
parameter C.

The singularities on the previous surface correspond
to those coordinates C, uW that satisfy the condition
det[JF] 5 0 for the given conditions. The corresponding
curve is presented in Fig. 7. As an example, in Fig. 7
a horizontal straight line at C 5 0.55 allows one to
identify those real wind directions in the interval [08,
908], giving rise to four singularities (points I, II, III,
IV). In Fig. 8 a single case for the surface given in Fig.
6 is presented for the same attenuation level and C 5
0.55. In Fig. 7 the singular points are identified by roman
numbers, logically coincident with the relative extremes
of the calibration function in Fig. 8. High attenuation
levels (C 5 0.55) give rise not only to singularities but
also to high deviations of the modeled measured values
of the wind direction from the real ones.

In Fig. 9 a zoom of Fig. 8 is included to analyze the
possible influence of such singularities in a calibration
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FIG. 9. Zoom of Fig. 8 close to points I and II.

process. It can be shown that for the measured wind
direction values between the horizontal lines defined by
I and II three corrected values are possible (uW 5 r, p,
or q). The physical meaning of the singularities de-
scribed in the previous analysis is evident here.

5. Conclusions

The geometry of sonic anemometers as well as the
characteristic of the aerodynamic disturbance produced
by sonic elements on the flow crossing the acoustic path
can lead to singularities in the transformation function
that relates the measured (disturbed) wind speed vector
with the real (corrected) wind speed vector.

The implicit function theorem allows one to identify
those combinations of real wind conditions and design
parameters that lead to undefined correction functions.
The real wind direction is the natural parameter giving
rise to singularities in the transformation between real
and the measured values, for the considered formulation
of aerodynamic disturbances considered (independent
from wind speed modulus).

Generally speaking, the classical sensor with orthog-
onal paths does not show problematic regions. However,
some geometrical designs, existing in the market, with
the acoustic paths forming smaller angles and for certain
levels of aerodynamic disturbances, could lead to un-
defined correction functions for some wind directions.
The parameters studied here have a strong influence in
the existence of singularities in the calibration/correc-
tion function as well as in the number of these singu-
larities for certain combination of parameters.

APPENDIX

Symbols

a: Aerodynamic angular attenuation param-
eter.

C: Minimum ratio of the modeled measured
to the real wind speed component along
an acoustic path (so-called maximum
speed attenuation parameter).

l: Length of an acoustic path.
{Os, xs, ys}: Sonic anemometer reference system.
d: Characteristics diameter of the transducer

head.
e :xs

Unit vector along xs axis.
e :ys

Unit vector along ys axis.
f As: Ratio of the modeled measured to the real

wind speed component along an acoustic
path.

F: Transformation function between the
modeled measured and the real wind
speed modulus and direction.

JF: Jacobian matrix of F.
l1: Acoustic path 1.
l2: Acoustic path 2.
u: Wind speed vector.
uls: Real wind speed component along an

acoustic path.
uXS: Real wind speed component along xs axis.
uYS: Real wind speed component along ys axis.

:Muls Modeled measured wind speed compo-
nent along an acoustic path.

uW: Real wind speed modulus.
:MuW Modeled measured wind speed modulus.
:MuXS Modeled measured wind speed compo-

nent along xs axis.
:MuYS Modeled measured wind speed compo-

nent along ys axis.
Du: Angle formed between the two acoustic

paths.
uC: Characteristic angle of the region affected

by the sensor head wake.
uW: Real wind direction expressed in the sonic

anemometer reference system.
uWPs: Angle between the wind speed vector and

an acoustic path.
:Mu W Modeled measured wind direction ex-

pressed in the sonic anemometer reference
system.
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